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THE MARTIN BROOM MEMORIAL TROPHY
The NSBA awarded its newest trophy at its 2014 AGM. The Martin Broom Memorial Trophy was
established to honour the memory of Martin who made an unrivalled contribution over his lifetime to all
aspects of boating on the Broads. The finely-crafted presentation case is the work of Lorne Betts. The
silverware, all of which had been won by
Martin at regattas and races across the
Broads, was donated by Jennifer Broom.
Others willingly made contributions to the
final product. The trophy was awarded to
the Nancy Oldfield Trust.
For the last 30 years, the Trust has
provided opportunities for disabled and
disadvantaged people to get out onto the
water and enjoy being in boats, sailing,
canoeing and the like. The Trust runs
daily activities from its headquarters at
Neatishead, making use of its pontoon
base on Barton Broad and moorings
at Ludham Bridge. It also has specially
adapted residential accommodation at its
HQ. (See pp 61, 71 and 156.)

THE TIM WHELPTON TROPHY
This trophy, which depicts the spirit of speed sailing, is
awarded by the NSBA to an under 25-year-old young
sailor who is considered to have achieved excellence
either at national or international level. For the fourth year
running, it has been presented to a female sailor – Carol
Dugdale. Carol is currently in the RYA Paralympic Team
sailing a 2.4mR and classed as ‘Podium Potential’. Carol,
encouraged by her (sailing) family, joined the Topper Youth
Squad but her enthusiasm to race and her determination
increased when she became a paralympic keelboat sailor.
In August 2014 she was crowned RYA Sailability Multiclass
Champion. Like previous winners, she has participated in
the NSBA’s Broadland Youth Regatta.
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Carol sailing for NBYC in BYR 2012
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